COURSE OUTLINE

Microsoft Azure is a cloud computing platform and infrastructure created for building, deploying and managing applications and services through a global network of Microsoft Managed Data Centers. It provides both Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) services and supports many different programming languages, tools and frameworks including both Microsoft-specific and third-party software and systems.

OBJECTIVES

- To attain a comprehensive understanding of Azure cloud services
- Start different Azure resources like Virtual Machines, Cloud Services and Websites
- Create Azure databases for cloud or on-premise use, migrate on-premise SQL server database to Azure SQL Database
- Understand how to scale and monitor Azure resources
- Learn to implement a cloud only infrastructure

DESCRIPTION

Azure Certification BootCamp for Exam 70-533 (Infrastructure)
Duration: 2 Days

COURSE OUTLINE

Day 1
- Azure SQL Database
- Implement an Azure Active Directory
- Azure Resource Manager Template

Day 2
- Azure Backup
- Recovery Manager
- Azure Operations Automation Strategies
- Manage Containers with Azure Container Services (ACS)
WHO SHOULD ATTEND

- Experience IT Professionals who want to get formal hands-on training on Azure technologies
- Startup companies, that want to build their IT infrastructure in the cloud at a fraction of the cost of traditional methods
- Professionals who want to make their resume more attractive to prospective employers by having hands-on experience.
- Candidates looking to get certified on Azure Exam 70-533

PREREQUISITES

- Level 1 course or equivalent experience in Cloud computing
- Some IT industry work experience or a degree in the IT field
- Some experience with System Administration / Wintel but not required
- Basic understanding of virtualization, networking & databases

TESTIMONIALS

"The trainer was very thorough and explained the intricacies involved very clearly. In fact, I was quite new to Cloud. Lot of topics have been covered during the training. The labs were quite interesting and well written.

- Srividhya Subramony (Director, Iposa Consulting Pvt. Ltd.)"

"CloudThat trainers were very competent in explaining the concepts on Azure Cloud and relating them with practical use cases which we have in our projects.

- Ankush (Technical Lead, Wipro)"

"CloudThat - The best place to learn Cloud Computing technologies. Trainers at CloudThat have indepth knowledge about the subject. The way they explain is too good. They give personal attention to all candidates and keep the sessions interactive.

- Gladwin (Cloud Admin, Cognizant)"

For training inquiry, please email us at: sales@cloudthat.in
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